Rules and Regulations of the Intercollegiate Photography Contest
Theme – GAMES
1. Students presently studying in any College of India can participate in this contest (participants
should attach the softcopy of their college ID cards in the application form).
2. Entry fees - ₹50. The registration fee shall be credited by any electronic means (NEFT/IMPS
etc.), to the below mentioned account and Transaction reference number should be entered in the
application form.
Account Details for Registration Fee Payment (Online NEFT/IMPS):
Name of the account – PEC PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB
Account number - 8441101056675
IFSC code - CNRB0008441
UPI Payment option (gpay / phonepe / paytm): 9842306633
3. Participation certificate - E- certificates will be provided to all participants. Participants have to
submit their valid E-mail id through the application form and the e-certificates will be provided to
them within 2 weeks of announcement of the contest results.
4. Cash Prize for the first three positions are Rs. 1000, Rs. 750 and Rs. 500 respectively. In case
of insufficient number of participants, the organizers have the right to reduce the number of
prizes.
5. Photo Submission:
Only one photo from each participant is permitted for the contest.
Only jpg/jpeg files are accepted.
Files should not be retouched, or include any editing or overprinting, apart from the
conventional optimization of light, contrast and colour.
The original untouched photograph should also be submitted, for verification purpose in
case of disputes.
In the case of human presence in the photograph, the author agrees to have the shooting
permissions of the people present on the image.
The definition of the image should be at least 3000 pixels in longer edge.
6. Selection Process:
Selection criteria: Aesthetic quality; Technical aspects; Artistic interest; Theme
relevance.
In case of dispute or doubt about the quality or origin of the photograph, the jury
reserves the right to eliminate a participant.
7. The winning photographs will be published onhttp://photoclub.pec.edu, and on social media
pages of the club.
8. Participation in the contest implies acceptance of all the above mentioned rules and
regulations.
For more details or queries, Contact:
Secretaries, Photography Club of PEC
Aakash raj K - 9786530233.
Haripriya B - 9489145330.

